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Human cognitive abilities is so vast and complex that 

to fully understand them, you need new solutions; One 

of the most important is to rereview simple and 

fundamental questions. 

For example, one can not understand the cognitive 

abilities of man and ignore his walking on two legs; 

Because, as you will read, walking on two legs or 

human physical condition play an important role in 

shaping his perception.  Or this seemingly simple but 

important questions cannot be left without research 

and experimentation; 

Why is the human head spherical shaped ?! Or why do 

you imagine the number of neurons increases 

consciousness in the brain ?!  While the brain with 

fewer neurons is smarter than the cerebellum! 

Another new and important solutions is to have a 

basic theory; A theory that be able to connect  among 

the complexities of the brain and the findings of 

researchers. Also to be  able justify the superior 

cognitive abilities of man. 

Thus, unlike most researchers and neurologists, who 

have written articles comparing the genetics of 

different species to solve the riddle of the human mind, 

I have started the first chapter of the book with a new 
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theory; The theory of the connection of brains with 

each other! 

I have started the first chapter of the book with a new 

theory; The theory of the connection of brains with 

each other! 

 

My motivation for writing this chapter is to inspire 

The minds of creative researchers till with get rid of 

the deadlock and mental dogmatism they dont study 

the brains independently of each other and get used to 

such questions: 

has your brain a relationship with other brains ?! 

Is your brain connected to other brains ?! 

Is the theory of the relationship between brains in 

harmony with the researchers' findings ?! 

How is this connection established ?! Or according to 

which scientific laws does it work ?! 

In this chapter, we want to study the theory of brains 

connection with the help of researchers' findings and 

scientific principles; Till  you can answer this question 

at the end of the chapter : 

Is the theory of brains connection valid enough to be 

accepted as a scientific principle ?! 
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You have probably read in researchers' articles that 

differences in the number of neurons or the expansion 

of the cortical of the brain cause cognitive differences 

between humans and animals!1  Or some other, seek 

human cognitive superiority solely in genetic 

differences.2 You have probably read many articles 

about comparing neurons, brain weights and other 

factors in the brains of animals and humans!3  

I do not intend to repeat them. You have so much read 

or you are so smart that be know that even advances 

in the genetics of neurons and gene expression have 

not been able to explain the astonishing cognitive 

differences between humans and animals!  Each of the 

researchers' findings merely justifies a small part of 

your mental abilities; 

As I mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, 

researchers can not deeply understand human 

cognitive abilities for two main reasons; 

                                                           

1
 Geschwind and Rakic. 2013 ;  Rakic.  2009;  Striedter. 2005; 

2
Enard et al. 2002; Pollard et al. 2006; Zhu et al. 2007; Franchini and Pollard 2017; 

Atkinson et al. 2018; Fiddes et al. 2018; Florio et al. 2018; Suzuki et al. 2018 ; Pai et al. 

2011; Hernando-Herraez et al. 2013; Gallego Prescott et al. 2015; Romero et al. 2015; 

Trizzino et al. 2017; Danko et al. 2018; Ward et al. 2018; Eres et al. 2019; 

3 See the following article from Suzana Herculano-Houzel  2012 

The remarkable, yet not extraordinary, human brain as a scaled-up primate brain and its 

associated cost 
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First that ,; No one has been able to create harmony 

and meaningful coordination between the researchers' 

findings.  Neuroscience, Psychic and Brain knowledge 

requires, More than anything, a theory;  A theory 

that, like Darwin's theory, be have a natural basis ; 

A lawful and purposeful outline that will be confirm 

most of the scientific findings of neurologists;  That is, 

It has observed the scientific principles and to be 

answerable to the astonishing human cognitive and 

mental abilities; 

I certainly do not mean that the above theory to be  

flawless or complete;  Because, like Darwin's theory, it 

becomes the basis for the work of later researchers 

And gradually, small mistakes are corrected and 

complet by them.  That is important that your theory 

shows a real window or gateway  to get out of the 

current impasse! 

The second reason is that the researchers' findings are 

not complete.  Few neurologists and researchers are 

deeply have paid to simple and fundamental 

questions! Some of them are  wander in the circle of 

mental model  and internal model!4  Many are also 
                                                           

4
 Nersessian, Nancy J. (1992). Staggers, Nancy; Norcio, A.F. (1993). "Mental 

models" Archived 2011. Charlie Munger2009. Johnson-Laird (1989). Mildeova, S., Vojtko 

V. (2003). Ford, David N., Sterman, John D. 2009. Ralph Jacobson, 2000. Jones, Natalie A.; 

Ross, Helen; Lynam, Timothy; Perez, Pascal; Leitch, Anne (2011). McIntyre J, Zago M, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nancy_J._Nersessian
http://www.lauradove.info/reports/mental%20models.htm
http://www.lauradove.info/reports/mental%20models.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20110518220333/http:/www.lauradove.info/reports/mental%20models.htm
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immersed in the depths of the complex anatomy of the 

brain. although The results of the researchers' efforts 

are commendable;  But in the human brain, there are 

simple and very important points that understanding 

them, answer many of  mental complexities. that 

unfortunately, less attention has been paid to them! 

cannot be claimed with certainty  Behavioral or 

mental differences merely due to the complex 

differences in human and animal brain anatomy; 

Because the set of anatomical, morphological, genetic 

differences, place position of every one of parts of the 

brain and Even how to the communicate of brains 

leads to the cognitive superiority of one species over 

other species.  That is, the set of reasons that scientists 

have discovered, plus the simple and fundamental 

reasons that have hidden from their keen eyes; A set of 

reasons tha have hidden can define and prove human 

cognitive complexities. 

As you will read later in this chapter Simple and 

important points that have received less attention 

Makes communication between brains possible! 

                                                           

Berthoz A, Lacquaniti F (2001). Indovina I, et al. (2005). Barrouillet, P. et al. (2000). Byrne, 

R.M.J. (2005). Cheng, P.C. and Holyoak, K.J. (2008) . Oberauer K. (2006). O’Brien, D. 

(2009). Johnson-Laird, P.N. (1983). Tatler BW, Land MF. 2011. Byrne P, Becker S, 

Burgess N. 2007. Klier EM, Angelaki DE. 2008. Wurtz RH, Joiner WM, Berman RA. 

2011. Georgopoulos AP, Ashe J, Smyrnis N, Taira M. 1992. Pertzov Y, Avidan G, Zohary 

E. 2011. Feldman JA. 1985.    

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Francesco_Lacquaniti
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Therefore, in orderTo fully understand how of 

understand human, in addition to reconciling the 

findings of neurologists and creating a hypothesis, it is 

best to reconsider simple and fundamental questions 

from the beginning; 

For example, you have analyzed the six-layer genes of 

cortical neurons with astonishing accuracy; While you 

have not yet found an accurate and reasonable answer 

to the duty of the grooves in the surface of the brain!  I 

will go on to prove that increasing the capacity of 

neurons is not a compelling reason for a structure that 

has occupied eighty percent of the brain volume.5 

 

Or even these seemingly simple questions cannot be 

ignored; Why do humans walk on two legs and 

animals on all fours ?! Why is the human head 

spherical shaped, unlike many mammals ?! Or why is 

the human head made like a microphone in connection 

with his body (Unlike other animals that do not walk 

on two legs) ?!6 humans unlike other animals,  have 

standing mode and spherical head;  standing mode 

and spherical head of the human is shaped like a 
                                                           

5
 The grooves are so important that with their supporting structures, they occupy 80% of 

the brain volume. 

6 Due to the fact that the shape of the microphone increases the power of receiving waves! 
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microphone have made and special to pick up waves.  

No animal has unique the human condition; Even the 

heads of monkeys and a population of Japanese 

Macaca fuscata, which sometimes walk on two legs, 

are not spherical and have a curved stature;7 

In short , please take a deep look to the simple and 

fundamental questions! 

As you know, one of the anatomical differences 

between the human brain and other organisms is in 

the neocortex of the cerebral cortex.  The cortical part 

of the brains of smarter animals is more extensive and 

thicker than other species;  The human neocortex, in 

addition to being thicker, has occupied a larger area of 

the brain; In addition to being wider, this level has 

more nerve cells.  I do not want to conclude that more 

neurons increase processing and perception! or I do 

not want to conclude that the above characteristics are 

the reason for human cognitive superiority;  Because 

the number of cerebellar neurons is more than the 

brain!  If the number of neurons was the reason for 

cognitive superiority, the cerebellum, with seventy 

billion neurons, would have to control all the superior 

human cognitive centers! While the cerebral cortex, 

                                                           

7 (Napier & Napier, 1967) 
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with fewer neurons, has  housed and Controlled most 

of the basic and important cognitive centers! 

In my opinion, the grooves on the surface of the brain 

are important apart from the number of neurons; 

That's why they have occupied more than two-thirds 

of cerebrum. That is, they are so important to the 

brain that it accounts for more than two-thirds of 

cerebrum space!8 

The superficial grooves of the brain in humans are 

larger than in other intelligent mammals. Some 

scientists have concluded from the above differences 

that these grooves are to include more neurons in 

them! Because they think that more neurons will 

increase your processing and cognitive power!  But as 

I said, the grooves on the surface of the human brain 

are not designed to increase cell capacity; The body 

has repeatedly shown that it can solve the problem of 

cellular capacity with compression tactic; And it does 

not need to the grooves for doing this. The 

compression tactic means to Inclusion large numbers 

of neurons in a small space! The cerebellum, for 

example, houses seventy billion neurons; While the 

                                                           

8
 Carpenter (1985). Core text of neuroanatomy (3rd ed.). Williams & Wilkins. pp. 348–

358. ISBN 978-0683014556. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISBN_(identifier)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:BookSources/978-0683014556
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share of the cortical part of the brain and its other 

parts is sixteen billion neurons.9 

In the above calculations, the number of cerebellar 

cells is many times the number of neurons in 

cerebrum. Even the number of Gray neurons of 

Cortical part of the cerebellum is many times more 

than the number of Gray neurons of The cortical part 

of the brain. Due to the fact that the cerebellum has 

occupied a much smaller volume of the brain, it has 

been able with compressing the neurons and making 

the size of the neurons smaller  increase its cellular 

capacity many times more!  The tactic of compressing 

neurons in cerebellum is one of the most amazing 

tasks in the brain! Referring to this astonishing tactic, 

the grooves on the brain have not made for increasing 

the capacity of brain cells; 

In addition, the cognitive ability of the cerebellum is 

not greater than that of  cerebrum; That is, more 

neurons can not mean more processing and increased 

cognitive power. So we back to this important question 

again: 

                                                           

9 Neuroscientist Susanna Herculano-Hozel developed a new method for counting brain 

cells, reaching 86 billion. 
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What is duty of the grooves existing on the cortical of 

the brain ?! 

What is the role of the grooves existing in the surface 

of the brain ?! 

Because these grooves are so important that they have 

occupied the entire surface of the brain, you have to 

find an answer to justify them that suits The ingenious 

morphology of the brain and its unparalleled genius;  

A fundamental role that in brain mental processes and 

its Complexities be helpful ! 

I have been experimenting and studying for a long 

time to finding a right answer;  an answer that is 

underlie a theory for opening of the mental processes 

of the brain;  A theory that be can unravel the 

complexities of the mind;  But before bring up it, let's 

introduce HMT ! 

Because in the following chapters of this book1 0, more 

than anything, with the term H.M.T. You encounter. 

H.M.T. Studies brain most important cognitive 

abilities That other animals lack it.  H.M.T.  shows 

that in the human, brains like neurons, are able to 

communicate with each other. 

                                                           

1 0 This article is the first chapter of Book "Human magical talent". 
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H.M.T.  goes beyond that and speaks of the ability to 

communicate of brain with the wandering thoughts in 

the environment.  The connection of the brain with 

unlimited information or a world of past experiences 

that can be called largest  the memory in the world.1 1 

HMT is a special talent of the human , which leads to 

the creation of the other creatures in four stages.1 2 

Four stages that originate from the brain and have a 

biological origin. 

Giving identity and meaning; 

Giving soul1 3; 

Giving living; 

Giving existence;  or  creating 

In the next chapters, we will study HMT detailed;  we 

will show how  creativity increases your cognitive 

ability exponentially. And makes man superior to 

                                                           

1 1
 Human memory or unlimited memory 

1 2
 The purpose of the being is to create any creature ; Because all plants and animals can 

Create creatures like themselves ; Man Unlike other creatures can create any creature! 

This creature even includes concepts; We will discuss them in detail in the following 

chapters. 

1 3 HMT and its results are made in the brain;  the four stages of HMT  follow biological 

reactions in the brain are formed . You will read in later chapters that my mean from 

spirit, meaning, etc  the concepts are not idealistic or philosophical. 
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animals. HMT unlike some researchers1 4  believes that 

reasoning and Rational power are not the reason for 

human superiority over animals! Rational power is 

formed in the path of Conscious creation.  The ability 

to reason,  Rational power, mental experience and 

many more are the results of HMT. 

As I said Mental Experience is  another result of 

HMT, which has formed in the path of conscious 

creation;  In addition, Mental Experience is the 

gateway to the world of creations.  You can experience 

images in your mind that you have never seen;  Or 

have an experience in mind that has never happened! 

This experience, like real experiences, activates all 

centers related to self in the brain!  When you think 

about the delicious taste of your favorite food, the 

brain is activated to make you feel good or it 

commands the salivary glands of the mouth to secrete!  

For the same reason is that I have called imaginary or 

unreal experiences Mental Experience; 

Mental experiences are divided into two categories; 

daydreaming experience  and  sense experience. 

                                                           

1 4
 J Baron Thinking and Deciding (Cambridge Univ Press, 4th Ed, New York, 2008). 
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daydreaming experience is imaginatively watching 

events; Which is specific of humans and is very wide; 

and can lead to creativity. 

sense experience Is common between humans and 

animals; Behaves according to instinct; And arises 

from the five senses. Like when you imagine having 

sex .  sense experience is include the following: 

Imaginary touching, Watch imaginary images,  

imaginary tasting, using the sense of smell or hearing 

in the imaginary world. 

for example animals use sense experience to make 

decisions and plan. Like when they want to plan for 

hunting. sense experience leads to elementary or 

limited creativity. 

Mental Experience is regarding to topic of creativity, 

which I will discuss in more detail in later chapters. 

You probably ask, where did the idea for HMT come 

from?! 

Mental Experience is the basis of HMT.  So it is better 

you ask where did the idea for Mental Experience 

come from ?! 

Many researchers by studying the brain in the 

laboratory have found  when you watch others cut 
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their hand The pain center is activated in your brain 

also!  Or when you see others crying or laughing The 

amygdala, hippocampus, and other parts of the brain 

that are involved in the formation of laughter and 

crying are also activated in your brain! 

The idea of Mental Experience and or HMT has 

formed following the experiments, studies and results 

of the efforts of these scientists. 

But the most important reason that shows, where does 

the idea for HMT and its implications come from 

Man's need for sound scientific laws to justify  

wonderful cognitive abilities of self was ;  Researchers 

are helpless in answering many of the brain's 

questions and mental abilities; 

How does your brain read the thoughts of others ?!  

How do negative thoughts come to your brain without 

a will ?! 

How other people's thoughts are transmitted to your 

brain till feel good or bad about them ?!  and many 

other questions, which convince neurologists to accept 

that the brain interacts with other brains or the 

outside world;  The idea of HMT and its results was 

formed following such beliefs; 
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The insistence of dogmatism researchers that they 

study the brain independently of other brains  has led 

to the formation of several branches in the science of 

psychology;  Branches rooted in idealistic philosophy 

and beliefs and unfortunitily lack empirical approach 

or scientific value;  They mislead people with rational 

theories instead of empirical scientific solutions.  I 

respect all beliefs, but rational theories that have no 

natural basis are worthless in the field of science; And 

are not reliable;  Juggling as a hobby is a respectable 

job;  But do not forget that no human with magic are 

not treated. 

Such anomalies and unanswered questions, that have 

formed  most of the information of contemporary 

neurologists has become a motivated  that I follow the 

hypothesis of brains connection more seriously;  

theory of the communication of brains is the only 

chance available for getting out of the intellectual 

impasse Which is formed in the path of neurological 

knowledge, 

By accepting this theory, The first question that comes 

to your mind is: 

How can one brain communicate with other brains ?! 

and what tools does it need to does this ?! 
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Your brain to communicate with other brains, first of 

all, it must have a strong receiver. 

Suppose how brains relate is like satellite 

communication and the brain behaves like satellite 

dish and receiver.  The cortical part of the brain acts 

like a satellite dish and deeper parts of the brain acts 

like a receiver or processor of brain waves.  Satellites 

installed around the earth Like the brains of those 

around you, they emit waves of thought in space;  The 

dish or cortex of your brain receives the waves; and 

sends it to a receiver or deeper parts of the brain for 

processing.  Interaction between the receiver and the 

satellite dish (deeper part of the brain and the cortical 

part of the brain) cause till you be able in the mind 

monitor watch or understand thoughts in the form of 

real images. 

standing mode and microphone-shape of human cause 

increase ability of receiving waves. In addition, 

Spherical shape of the head increases its ability to 

receive. The brain is oval and three-dimensional  and 

this helps increase the receive of waves in it. 

The best dishes for catching waves are those that like 

the brain have an oval shape and a three-dimensional 

shape. A dish made similar to a brain has an amazing 

ability to receive waves!  You can test to prove this 
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claim;   Please make two round and oval satellite 

dishes (exactly the shape of the brain) and compare 

the power of the dishes. You will clearly see that the 

power of receiving waves in Oval dish is more than 

Circular dish. 

But just having a strong dish does not  occured a 

smart connection between your brain and the brains 

of others. Catching the thought waves of others and 

Reasoning,  requires to more Clever tools .  the human 

physical state and  3D dish is not enough ;  for 

example, changes in the genome dimensions of cortical 

neurons must occur Or motor sensory tentacles of 

neocortical neurons must have a coordinated 

movement So that the three-dimensional dish of the 

brain is able to receive and understand the thoughts of 

others.  In addition, the grooves that occupy the 

surface of the brain are ingenious structures that 

pursue multiple goals; They play a key role in getting 

waves of thought.  The grooves are six cell layers that 

in identifying, classifying and transmitting incoming 

information, play a key role.1 5   

It also dramatically enhances ability to receive waves 

in cortical part of the brain. As I proved, the grooves 

                                                           

1 5
 In the following chapters of the book, I will describe each of the above tasks in detail. 
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are not designed to increase the cellular capacity of the 

brain;  They play an important role in building 

relationships with other brains!  The grooves on the 

surface of the cerebral cortex of animals that live 

socially are more than others.  Mammals that with 

their counterparts interact more intelligently  have 

more grooves on the surface of the brain!  The above 

contents indicate that the grooves are designed to 

communicate the brain to other brains.  Because the 

number of grooves is directly related to the tendency 

to live socially;  Also, the number of grooves in 

different species of mammals is directly related to the 

amount of their social consciousness.  But this increase 

interaction never leads to creativity and cognitive 

superiority  of them Towards humans.  As you will 

read in detail in later chapters, creativity is a genetic 

ability;  Social consciousness, cognitive ability, and 

other traits are enhanced or weakened by the amount 

of animal creativity.  For example, in each of the 

neurons in the human or ape brain, creativity has 

defined in dimensions genetic.  The multiplicity and 

diversity of genes Related to creativity determine how 

creative each one is. 

Most likely, the 2% difference in the genomes of 

human brain neurons with other animals, more than 
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any other trait, is related to the genotype of creativity.  

For the same reason, monkeys are able to make simple 

tools (limited creativity) but they do not have the 

ability to consciously creativity.  they can not farm and 

livestock. Or they cant be create other creatures.  As I 

said at the beginning, HMT talent defines the most 

perfect form of creativity; and Infinite or conscious 

creativity is specific to man;  Creativity in humans is 

defined by the wide genetic diversity of neurons. and it 

affects all cognitive abilities, including reasoning, 

planning, decision-making, etc., exponentially. Let us 

not get off from main subject ; The grooves on the 

surface of the mammalian brain merely cause so that 

they can live socially.  These grooves raise their 

awareness to the point that they can communicate 

with their fellow human beings;  The grooves give  a 

cognitive advantage over other animal species that 

lack brain grooves.  There are bigger reasons for 

human cognitive superiority that we will address in 

the right place. With a simple experiment, you can 

understand the role of grooves in increasing the 

brain's ability for receive waves brain! 

In the first experiment, draw a graph and compare to 

each other the number of grooves on the surface of the 

mammalian brain;  Also draw another graph in terms 
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of being social;  You will see that both graphs are in 

the same direction and almost coincide with each 

other. 

The second experiment; Is a comparison of animals 

whose brain surface has grooves with the brains of 

animals without grooves;  It is very interesting that, 

The first category animals are social and The second 

category animals live alone.  The above experiments 

and reasons are sufficient to prove the importance of 

the grooves on the surface of the brain;  But to find 

out exactly what they do, you need another 

experiment.  Suppose that the grooves in the cortex 

increase the receptivity of brain waves; To prove the 

above hypothesis, please perform the following 

experiment;  First make two oval Satellite dishes; On 

the surface of one of them, create protrusions similar 

to the grooves of the brain!  This is very difficult to do; 

But try to make the protrusions on the satellite dish 

similar to the grooves on the surface of the brain;  The 

more similar these protrusions are, or the more 

protrusions on the satellite dish, The receiver power of 

the satellite dish increases.! 

The above experiment may not convince you! Because 

you are talking about a brain talent that can bring to 

life any memory or experience you wish. 
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Or it be communicate with the brains of others; Or 

even help you to hack information exist in other 

people's brains! 

So you need a fantastic brain to introduce a fantastic 

mind.  Cortical part or The satellite dish on the brain 

is very advanced; 

A satellite dish that has made of six layers of parallel 

neurons; Its neurons  genetically are engineered to 

capture waves!  In fact, the grooves are made up of six 

layers of brain cells that, researchers say, act like a 

very precise chip;1 6 

I believe that each layer of the neocortex contains 

millions of neurons like IC components; they are 

arranged regularly and parallel in next to the each 

other.  Their Parallel mode and order are so 

important that a small change can cause serious 

behavioral damage in you.1 7 

                                                           

1 6
 Dr. Marta Rosario Head of the research group Institute for Cell and Neurobiology 

"The structure of the neocortex determines its function. A good way to illustrate this is to 

think of the neocortex as a computer chip, where each component has its exact place. It 

takes a finely tuned sequence of cellular processes to ensure that all neurons reach their 

final destination and that they orient correctly within this space. 

 

1 7 Dr. Marta Rosario Head of the research group Institute for Cell and Neurobiology 
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Also, the order and parallel state of the neurons 

increases the receptive power of Brain waves in the 

brain surface.  The main function of these neurons, 

such as a  ICs of a CPU, is to intelligently process and 

transmit information; Just as damage to the CPU chip 

bases,Causes the computer to malfunction damage to 

dendritic branches also impairs your cognitive 

abilities;  just as in such a neat structure, even can not 

ignored the bases order of one IC cannot be ignored 

the parallel state of  dendritic receptors of neurons! 

But as you will read detailed later in this chapter The 

dendritic branches of neocortical neurons are much 

more important than the bases of an IC; Because they 

have occupied most of the space of neurons and They 

also play a key role in terms of efficiency. 

Despite the numerous studies that have been done on 

neurons in the cerebral cortex and cerebellar cortex1 8 

unfortunately, no one has harmonized those valuable 

findings.  and has not reached a conclusive or valuable 

conclusion! 

                                                           

1 8
 (Palmer and Stuart, 2006; Kole et al., 2008; Hu et al., 2009) (Brette, 2013; Thome et al., 

2014; Telenczuk et al., 2017) (Hu et al., 2009; Lorincz and Nusser, 2010) (Rush et al., 2005; 

Hu et al., 2009) (Stuart and Sakmann, 1994; Stuart et al., 1997; Vetter et al., 2001; Waters 

et al., 2003) And many others. The categories represent the different subjects of the 

research they have conducted. 
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From the study of above research, it can be concluded 

that the way the message is transmitted in the 

pyramidal neurons of the neocortex and Purkinje 

neurons of the cerebellum is different from other 

neurons in the brain;  Another important point about 

neurons of the neocortex and Purkinje neurons of the 

cerebellum is that dendrites play a dominant role in 

message processing and transmission.  The dendrites 

behave in such a way that the above neurons have the 

ability to receivemoring and processing informations 

more than other neurons in the brain.  Also due to the 

superior role of dendrites, neurons the pyramidal of 

the neocortex and Purkinje of cerebellum are more 

sensitive and irritable.  I brung up the pyramidal 

neurons of the cerebral cortex and   reviewed the 

results of the researchers' research because  the 

neocortex plays a central role in The connection of 

brains theory.  According to The connection of brains 

theory, neocortex neurons behave like an IC or chip;  

According to The connection of brains theory,, sensory 

receptors or dendritic receptors are the most 

important part of neocortical neurons;  Almost eighty 

percent of the cognitive capabilities of these neurons 

are made possible by dendritic branches . Therefore, 

several tasks can be defined for them; Simply put, the 
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dendritic receptors on neocortical neurons are 

multifunctional; 

First that,  They are parallel to each other and with 

help of  neurons that make up the grooves on the 

surface of the brain, They make a fantastic satellite 

dish;  Imagine millions of sensory branches(Dendritic 

receptors and dendritic spines1 9), at the surface of the 

grooves, they are placed next to each other in a 

regular and parallel manner;  Or imagine, Millions of 

sensory branches equipped with chips show off with 

regular, harmonious and meaningful movements on 

the surface of the grooves and increase the power of 

receiving brain waves; 

To substantiate this claim,You can make a Satellite 

dish whose surface,Saturated with structures similar 

to sensory tentacles; The greater the number of 

sensory tentacles on the dish you make The power of 

receiving waves increases and you will have a more 

powerful satellite dish.  You can put IC inside the 

tentaclesand use tentacles containing IC or use simple 

tentacles (without IC);  Interestingly, both cases are 

relatively they  increase the receiver power of the 

                                                           

1 9 The dendritic spines in the neurons in this area change rapidly, giving the neurons 

great flexibility; they play an important role in memory and learning; Because damaging 

them impairs people's memory and learning. (Bart et al. 2012) 
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satellite dish.  I have made different types of satellite 

dishes and I have compared the power of their waves; 

A satellite dish full of grooves and dendritic branches 

compared to a satellite dish made solely of multiple 

grooves, has more receiving power. 

The above experiments show that there are several 

reasons that increases the receptive power of the 

waves brain;  Factors such as neuron genotype, 

number of grooves on the surface of the brain, Type 

and number of dendritic receptors of neurons and the 

geometric shape of the brain(3D oval mode),  Each has 

a large role to play in enhancing Brain waves receptive 

power. 

But as I said Among them, the dendritic branches of 

cortical neurons are very important and 

multifunctional;  Increasing the receptive power of the 

waves brain is just one of the three important things 

they do. 

The second important task,That the sensory receptors 

of cortical neurons,They act like an analog electrical 

sensor.   electrical sensors are sensitive to physical 

parameters and react to pressure, heat, light, etc. 

Sensory receptors of neurons also are sensitive to 

experience, images, sounds, etc. and react to them.  

Dendritic sensory receptors, depending on the 
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experiences received, send signals to the outside world 

till receive similar analog information from the 

environment. 

According to such a process, you see every experience, 

Similar experiences wandering from the 

environment(It happened in the past) recieve; 

Dendritic sensory receptors, which act as sensors; 

Sending signal  to the outside world ,and at the end, 

Receiving analog similar information or experiences. 

you with this method remember past events! 

Of course, in later chapters, you will read in detail that 

brain cortical neurons Receive analog information in 

the form of intelligent energy2 0 from the environment; 

the genes in neurons determine the range of functions 

of dendritic sensory receptors . 

The third important2 1 task is that dendrites interacting 

with their neurons, like an inverter behave; 

That is, they convert the received analog information 

(Smart Energy) into meaningful electrical pulses;  

meaningful electrical pulses depending on different 

                                                           

2 0
 In the following chapters of the book, we will talk in detail about the types of intelligent 

energies and how to convert them into meaningful pulses. 

2 1 The third (last) case of the important duties or functions of the dendritic branches of 

cortical neurons 
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experiences follow different paths.  The inverter 

converts AC power to DC power and then DC power 

to alternating or city electricity converts with usable 

frequency To fit the device;  Dendrites also interacting 

with their neurons, Takes intelligent energy from the 

environment and converts it into meaningful electrical 

pulses;  They have also converted meaningful 

electrical pulses in the nervous system into intelligent 

energy and transmitted to the outside of the body from 

the head area. (Drop in the surroundings)  meaningful 

electrical pulses,which leave the body often of the five 

senses experiences and spams are inside the nervous 

system.  Neurons have different structures especially, 

in the neocortex and to  produce or develop the 

cognitive abilities of the brain, act very differently!  

Most of them are sensory or motor;  That is, they can, 

depending on the circumstances, from the outside 

world, into the brain, give sensory or motor inputs. 

The reason for the flexibility of dendritic spines is the 

same. 

Classification based on the type of brain response,is 

the most appropriate classification;  Because it 

includes all kinds of human cognitive abilities;  The 

brain reacts in two ways, depending on the situation 

and living conditions. 
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Fast reaction and slow reaction. 

In the first case,experiences received, as a stimulus 

acts to activate subsequent neurons; Which in rapid 

brain reactions, have a decisive role. Neocortex 

neurons give motor inputs to the brain in rapid 

responses . Like when you encounter a wild animal, 

react quickly and you run away;  In the example 

above,seeing the lion acts as a stimulus signal;  

Sensory neuron dendrites in the neocortex receiving 

the signal of the above experience (seeing the lion) like 

electrical sensors, they are activated To bring similar 

experiences from the outside world into the brain;  In 

fact, the sensory dendrites of neurons  play the role of 

a sensor and any dangerous experience(Like seeing a 

lion), plays the role of stimulus signal.  Neocortex 

neurons with this method, receive similar analog 

information(Or similar experiences) from the world 

around them;  The received analog informations are in 

the form of intelligent energy. In the next step,sensory 

dendrites with the help of their neurons,play the role 

of an inverter;  That is, they convert the received 

intelligent energy into meaningful electrical pulses;  

meaningful electrical pulses, to deciding  are sent into 

the deeper parts of the brain and the limbic system 

(especially the hippocampus) ;  The final decision of 
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the limbic system, like a stimulus, it activates motor 

neurons So you can escape when you see a wild 

animal. 

In the second type;  But meaningful electrical pulses 

have a different fate in slow brain reactions;  

Obviously, in slow brain reactions, there is no need for 

immediate decisions or quick reactions.  That is, the 

brain follows a different path to analyze information;  

Like when you plan to invest; Raise capital or see 

inventory, is a stimulus or experience that activates 

Dendritic receptors sensor ;(Dendritic and dendritic 

spines).  Seeing inventory is one of infinite  the 

experiences that activates the dendritic receptors 

sensor. It may even be motive, a mental experience or 

a dream and activate the dendritic branch sensor!  

Sensory receptors or dendritic branches of neurons, 

such as electrical sensors and the above experiences 

act as a stimulus signal to bring similar analog 

information into the brain;(Resume of each 

experience). Neurons play the role of an inverter after 

receiving analog similar information; (similar 

experiences).  That is, they convert the received 

intelligent energy into meaningful electrical pulses.  

Meaningful electrical pulses follow different paths in 

the brain depending on your needs.  In the example 
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above, Similar analog information received go to the 

limbic system and even the cerebellum To be taken the 

final decision with repeated processing.  Repetition of 

processing in different centers of the brain, is called 

deep processing. Sometimes neocortex neurons under 

certain conditions, such as chips,They process the 

information or experiences they receive very 

primitive; This type of processing is called surface 

processing.  Sometimes experiences give dendritic 

branches sensory input, that in most cases, followed by 

slow brain reactions;  As you can see, the brain for 

receiving information from the outside world has a 

specific logic and certain ; But for processing 

information or understanding different situations is 

very creative and offers a variety of methods;  Variety 

of cognitive pathways and methods of processing the 

brain It is so impressive that Their full description 

requires a separate book!  In the following seasons, 

how negative Thoughts Infiltrate  on the brain and or 

how to read the minds of others will be examined  and 

you will see that how to receive information from the 

outside world, almost like the examples above;  while 

brain methods very different for Cognitive processes 

or processing events!  The brain has limited ways of 

receiving information from the outside world; 
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Neurons play a central role in the variety of 

information processing methods.  also It is common 

and normal thing to change roles in neurons and 

dendritic branches;  Information processing is an 

intracerebral process and the brain's methods for 

processing information are unlimited. Why is the 

process of information processing in the brain so 

diverse ?!  The above two important points show why 

the brain's methods for processing information are 

unlimited; Because Intracerebral processing begins 

with neurons that are flexible and changeable.  

Changes in neurons are not just in the field of 

processing; the structure of neocortical neurons 

change frequently. 

The flexibility of dendrites can be explained by the 

flexibility of dendritic spines2 2;  and because dendrites 

in neocortical neurons,play a dominant role, The 

flexibility and change of neurons can also be 

explained;  means to changing neurons and even 

changing their processing methods, due to the 

flexibility of dendritic spines and dendritic branches.  

As a result, the brain follows very different methods to 

justify mental events;  The above two examples merely 

                                                           

2 2
 Researchers repeatedly have been tested and proven  the flexibility of dendritic spines of 

neocortical neurons and dendritic branches. 
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illustrate a corner of human cognitive abilities 

according to the communication of brains theory;  In 

the next chapter you will read in detail about the 

transformation of the brain;  According to HMT 

theory, not only dendritic branches and neurons are 

flexible But the brain is also flexible.  The brain is 

constantly rebuilding and changing. This interesting 

idea raised for the first time, a neurosurgeon2 3. 

In addition to a detailed description of Professor 

Donald Hilton, You can see the effects of flexibility 

and brain change see in the abandonment of habits 

and the formation of mental habits;  Because quitting 

habits and forming new mental habits, is associated 

with a relative change in the cortical structure of the 

brain!  That's why is not easy to escape from the 

prison of habits.  Precise control of mechanisms of the 

production of brain proteins is very important;  In 

particular, in catecholamines,that a small change 

causes major neurological disorders2 4;  But flexibility 

and change of brain grooves from precise control 

mechanisms of the production of brain proteins is also 

more important. Treatment of inappropriate habits 

                                                           

2 3 Donald L. Hilton Jr., MD 

2 4 A group of Charité researchers with Professor Dr. Christine Span, Director of the 

Charité Institute of Medical Physics and Biophysics 
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and abnormal changes, like to a disorder of brain 

proteins is difficult; For example, addicted people 

probably with a monthQuit addiction or less, can 

restore the dopamine secretion process of 

dopaminergic neurons in the brain; But after a  year 

or two,they hardly can return to the first state the 

change in the grooves of the brain! The size of the 

flexibility of the brain is defined in the genetics of 

neurons;  The period of change varies according to the 

genotypic diversity of individuals;  But you at best 

flexibility also, can not be in a short time, change the 

brain grooves back to the original state! 

According to HMT theory2 5, the things you do every 

day, the decisions you make and thoughts that are 

shaped by your needs change the shape of the brain 

grooves; With every thought, different route and small 

connections occurs in the cortical part of the brain, 

leads to a general change in the grooves of the brain in 

the long run.  To prove the above important point, 

please do the following experiment! 

take scan from the grooves of ten people; Try to select 

people who have very active brains; Those who are 

constantly asking questions and are creative. After five 

                                                           

2 5
 I specifically and in detail will say about the theory of H.M.T.,in the following chapters . 
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years, take scan from their brain grooves and compare 

with the scan five years ago2 6!  You will see that the 

grooves on the surface of their brain although very 

insignificant have changed. These changes often fit is 

the size of their mental activity and from the outside 

and begins with the cortical part of the brain2 7; 

I certainly do not mean from changes in the grooves 

that there is STAP groove in you but it does not exist 

in some humans;  Grooves are equal in number in all 

humans; difference in the number of grooves is merely 

related to different species. For example, humans in all 

age groups, have a STAP groove but the monkey lacks 

that groove;2 8 

neurons of the cortical part of the brain, due to its 

special position, always has communication with 

brains and thoughts wandering in the outside world.  

Therefore, every second, a large amount thoughts 

from the environment of out come to the cortical part 

of the brain; Each part of the cerebral cortex that 
                                                           

2 6
 You can repeat this experiment by scanning the brains of addicts who have quit for five 

years. 

2 7
 Despite the above research, I present this as a theory; 

2 8 See “New human-specific brain landmark: The depth asymmetry of superior 

temporal sulcus” from “François Leroy francois.leroy@cea.fr, Qing Cai, Stephanie 

L. Bogart,  and Ghislaine Dehaene-Lambertz-17  In the link below 

https://www.pnas.org/doi/full/10.1073/pnas.1412389112 

 

https://www.pnas.org/doi/full/10.1073/pnas.1412389112#con1
mailto:francois.leroy@cea.fr
https://www.pnas.org/doi/full/10.1073/pnas.1412389112#con2
https://www.pnas.org/doi/full/10.1073/pnas.1412389112#con3
https://www.pnas.org/doi/full/10.1073/pnas.1412389112#con3
https://www.pnas.org/doi/full/10.1073/pnas.1412389112#con21
https://www.pnas.org/doi/full/10.1073/pnas.1412389112#tab-contributors
https://www.pnas.org/doi/full/10.1073/pnas.1412389112#tab-contributors
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deals with more thoughts undergoes more changes. 

The amount of change in each part of the cerebral 

cortex with the amount of its activities, has the direct 

ratio. 

humans have five fingers; The differences although 

are insignificant and in detail, but they are delicate 

and very important!! The difference in the grooves of 

the brain of humans is like the difference in their 

fingerprints.  Scanning from the cerebral cortex, like 

scanning each person's fingerprint, is different! 

differences that is in human brain grooves, in 

geometric dimensions (or morphology), size, unusual 

very small grooves, and fine lines on standard grooves. 

Given that the cortical part with its backup sections, 

eighty percent of the brain is contained, and Neocortex 

neurons are constantly regenerating and changing is 

no exaggeration to claim humans have different 

brains!  Or at least, let's claim humans brain despite 

the many similarities are not exactly alike. 

Thoughts cause slight changes in the grooves of the 

brain; This subject is the importance of 

communication of brains and  the spherical shape of 

the head more than before reveal. 
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The spherical shape of the human head has made 

possible the basis of mental processes; can not be the 

most complex  human mind traits defined with a one- 

or two-pound brain only; 

The astonishing cognitive differences between humans 

and animals cannot be explained by a 2% difference of 

the genome of brain neurons.  Unless the above two 

percent can connect your brain to universal memory 

like a bridge; The 2% difference in the neurons 

genome must give your brain special capabilities to be 

able to communicate with other brains or the global 

memory! You will read in detail in the next chapter 

why for connect to the other brains and universal 

memory, you also requires spherical shape of the head 

or walking on two legs.  the importance of specific 

human physical conditions is not less than the genome 

of neurons; 

Although the above are very important, none of them 

can communicate between the brains alone;  Rather, 

their collection can Solve your complexities of the 

mind. The spherical shape of the head, the 2% 

difference in the neurons genome and other important 

points, each illuminate only a corner of the dark world 

of the mind.  communication of brains theory and 

HMT theory have been able to collect the above points 
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and researchers' findings in a codified set.  But to 

accept them as a scientific principle we have to answer 

many questions;  Questions such as: 

How does the brain simultaneously classify 

information in the environment (The world around) 

and bring it to its own lobes ?! 

Receive information from the world around them and 

classify them,, is the main job of the cortical lobes. The 

lobes of the cortical are the gates that act base on the 

genetics of neurons. The neurons in each lobe receive 

the information related to themselves from the outside 

world. 

Receive specific information for each lobe, is a 

phenotype that following the genotype of the neurons 

in that section arises out.  Neurons in the cortical lobes 

have been somehow learned till be able information 

existent in global memory base on your need Receive, 

sort and classify; We still do not know which gene or 

genes are responsible for doing the above! But we are 

sure that the neurons of each lobe are learned from 

the cortex, with the help of genetics, to receive only 

information about their lobes from the outside 

environment;  For example, information about seeing 

images enters the brain through the channel of 

occipital neurons;  When you see an image 
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,information about that image (resume of that image) 

take from the world around by occipital lobe neurons 

and send them to deeper parts of the brain for deep 

processing till understand the event you are watching.  

The genotype of occipital lobe neurons is such that 

they are activated seeing pictures and in the face of 

images. In another example; Hearing information 

enters the brain through neurons the temporal lobe;  

When you are you talking to someone or hear a sound, 

temporal lobe neurons receive resume of that 

experience from the environment(Information and 

experiences from the past and experiences related to 

that sound), to sound with help of the deeper parts of 

the brain, to be identify and tevaluate.  The genotype 

of the temporal neurons is such that they are activated 

by hearing sound. 

In the third example; Suppose you want to go to the 

city supermarket and buy potatoes; Feel your need to 

make decisions and Reasoning, activates the frontal 

lobe neurons;  The frontal lobe become input,till the 

required information and past experiences get from 

the outside world; (resume for that experience). 

Information and experiences such as: Finding the 

suitable supermarket, Somewhere in the supermarket 

that the potatoes are laid There ,Information about 
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quality potatoes and their appropriate size and price.  

The frontal, lobe receives the required information 

and experiences from the outside environment and for 

in-depth evaluation or the final decision sends to 

deeper parts of the brain. 

When the frontal lobe is damaged, even if they take 

you next to the potatoes, you can not make a good 

purchase. you can not even decide to choose large, 

small or medium potatoes. Fornal lobe injury, in the 

smallest planning and decisions, causes you serious 

problems.  The genetic dimensions of the neurons that 

make up the cortical lobes of the brain is very 

sensitive, precise and amazing; When you make a 

specific decision, the lobes of the same area are 

activated to receiving specific information related to 

self.  You can also clearly see behavioral disorders if 

you are injured! The brain not only uses cortical 

neurons to connect to global memory, but also has to 

follow this path to communicate with other also 

brains.  In the following chapters, we will talk about 

how negative thoughts work, and I will raise several 

examples of the role of the cortical part of the brain. 

Human need cortical neurons to do the simplest to the 

most complex Clever behaviors!  To get past 

experiences and connect with global memory; To 
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analyze what you see, hear, touch; To solve the 

problems you are arguing about, to interact or 

socialize with others. you need in most daily tasks to, 

information resume or past experiences.   without the 

cortical lobes of the brain and their astonishing ability, 

human cognitive ability is zero. 

Therefore, an increase in the number of neurons or an 

increase in processing capacity is not the reason for 

human cognitive superiority over animals;  Rather, 

the superior genotype of cortical neurons (genetic 

differences in brain neurons that are less than two 

percent) combined with specific human physical 

conditions (spherical head, walking on bipedal, etc.) 

make our cognitive ability superior to that of animals. 

If you want to have a complete and accurate 

understanding of how human cognitive abilities are, it 

is better to start research on physical differences, 

spherical shape of the head and even structural 

differences of the skull!  For example, one of the most 

important proteins found in skull bones is collagen 

protein.  This protein increases the volume of gray 

matter in the brain.2 9 

                                                           
2 9 Please refer to the following article... 
Effects of Collagen Hydrolysates on Human Brain Structure and Cognitive 
Function: A Pilot Clinical Study 

compilation Seiko Koizumi, ,* Naoki Inoue, Fumihito Sugihara, and Michiya Igase 

Published online 2019 Dec 23. doi: 10.3390/nu12010050 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Koizumi%20S%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=31878021
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Koizumi%20S%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=31878021
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Inoue%20N%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=31878021
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Sugihara%20F%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=31878021
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Igase%20M%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=31878021
https://dx.doi.org/10.3390%2Fnu12010050
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According to recent research researchers, that say 

about the connection between collagen protein and the 

brain;  and given that the skull bone has a large 

amount of collagen protein among osteocyte bone cells, 

The connection between the tissue elements of the 

skull and the brain is not impossible. Anyway, the 

study of the relationship of the skull to the mental 

processes of the human brain is worth considering. 

let me point out this important point at the end of this 

chapter; According to theory the communication of 

brains, there are two types of perception power and 

memory in humans;  that to the end of book "Human 

Magical Talent", we will explore their various 

dimensions. first, empirical understanding, 

researchers are familiar  for decades that with it. this 

kind of perception, because of its connection with the 

five senses, it is called empirical perception;  For 

creating of this kind of understanding, there is no need 

for the Spherical shape of the head or Walking on two 

legs. Because all its stages take place inside the body 

and the brain.  Animal perception is formed with the 

help of your animal memory and biological brain 

which have been discussed in detail in neurology 

books; understanding that comes from interacting  
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five sense and experiment. a limited and slow 

perception but without error. 

empirical understanding in animals  is  more evolved 

than human!  Because Some species of animals, have 

stronger five senses; Secondly, in some species, 

processing of Acquired experiences speed is higher 

than humans.  Despite more evolved empirical 

understanding, animals have a weaker cognitive 

ability than you. Why  human understanding, leaves 

animals' amazing cognitive ability with very much 

distance behind ?! What is the cause of this obvious 

difference ?!  In the next chapter, you will read in 

detail how conscious creativity, from a combination of 

several experiences, creates new experiences!  Of 

course, some smarter mammals have this ability; 

By doing a simple experiment, you can easily 

understand that a chimpanzee can build from 

experiences one to five, new experiences six and seven 

and so on. which has never had the opportunity to 

gain those experiences, and they are formed from a 

combination five previously made experiences!  

Mental experience, conscious creativity and many 

other cognitive traits, are the products of human 

understanding and very few intelligent animals;   The 

point of difference between human and intelligent 
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animals is the ability to connect to universal memory;  

Human understanding is gained from his interaction 

with world memory3 0. You are the only creature that 

is connected to a world of information from birth! To 

be able to connect to a world of information 

wandering in the environment You must have strong 

receptors! 

morphology and Human-specific physics provide the 

conditions for this connection. Humanaly 

understanding, or having a strong receptor, requires 

the spherical position of the head and the standed 

position of the person (walking on two legs);   

Combining your head with your body while standing 

creates a microphone-like shape that is very effective 

in increasing the reception of thought waves. The 

microphone mode of your body from two ways 

increases the power of receiving brain waves 

First that,; Increases exponentially the receiving 

power of the satellite dish or the cortical the brain. 

second that; between the body and brain waves 

wandering in out world create the gravity. 

                                                           

3 0
 Humanal understanding is related to the creative season or HMT. in the next chapter all 

the dimensions of human understanding I will prove it by presenting several experiments. 

That so human is connected to a world of information from birth;  Or introduce several 

types of creativity in animals and providing experiments for proving them scientifically and 

.....!  which all of them need to be proved scientificly and will be discussed in detail. 
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For the same reason, when you walk or stand, your 

brain interacts the most with other people (compared 

to Sitting, lying down  or resting). 

Please do the following experiment; Choose five people 

and ask each of them ten questions of mid-level 

intelligence test.  Ask them to respond at rest.  Then 

ask them ten similar(in mid-level intelligence) 

questions and ask them to answer while standing. 

Interestingly, in the standing position, despite fatigue, 

the test results are much better than in the resting 

position! 

Disproportionate development of the cerebral cortex, 

which, unlike chimpanzees and other animals has 

occupied 80% of your brain space, for shaping human 

understanding and showing its importance is! The 

cortical part of the brain is a symbol of the superiority 

of human cognitive abilities.  Because as you can see, 

the cortical part and the grooves of its surface, 

Regardless of the number of neurons in establishing 

relationships with other brains and or connecting to 

global memory, play a key role. 

Following the two types of understanding above, 

obviously, two types of memory are also formed. 
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animally  memory is in the brain and behavies like a 

limited hard drive, means to it constantly filters out 

spam or Additional information. It is most likely the 

center of animally memory in the limbic system. It is 

even possible for human or some animals to have two 

animally memory. (Limbic system and cerebellum) I 

will talk more about them in the next chapters. 

Cosmic memory, Universal memory, or human 

memory that has a capacity the size of the universe, 

includes wander information in the environment.  

Memory that is not inside the human body; But 

because of its connection to the neurons in the brain, it 

has become part of your thinking system;  An unique 

ability, which has made you the most amazing event in 

the world! 

Were it not for the cosmic memory, human was not 

becoming God on the earth!! 

 

 

 


